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Abstract
Suspicious behavior is likely to threaten security, assets, life, or freedom. This behavior has no
particular pattern, which complicates the tasks to detect it and define it. Even for human observers, it
is complex to spot suspicious behavior in surveillance videos. Some proposals to tackle abnormal and
suspicious behavior-related problems are available in the literature. However, they usually suffer from
high false-positive rates due to different classes with high visual similarity. The Pre-Crime Behavior
method removes information related to a crime commission to focus on suspicious behavior before the
crime happens. The resulting samples from different types of crime have a high-visual similarity with
normal-behavior samples. To address this problem, we implemented 3D Convolutional Neural Networks
and trained them under different approaches. Also, we tested different values in the number-of-filter
parameter to optimize computational resources. Finally, the comparison between the performance using
different training approaches shows the best option to improve the suspicious behavior detection on
surveillance videos.
Keywords— Suspicious behavior detection, Visual similarity, 3D Convolutional Neural Networks, Deep Learn-
ing.
1 Introduction
Suspicious behavior detection has become an important and exciting topic due to its potential for several applica-
tions [1, 2, 3]. Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in developing automatic detection methods to improve
security and surveillance systems [4]. However, defining what “suspicious behavior” is, from a human perspective, is
complicated since this behavior lacks a particular pattern, nor a fixed set of actions. Consequently, it is challenging
to recognize such behavior accurately, even for human observers. People working in surveillance tasks suggest that
suspicious behavior detection requires personal understanding and subjective interpretation [4, 5]. Human observers
rely on their instincts, but it takes several years of practice and experience to develop this “gut feeling” [6].
Many behavioral specialists, police departments, and foundations agree on describing several suspicious behaviors
for better comprehension [7, 8, 9]. According to the location where the suspicious behavior takes place, it may
have different interpretations, such as crime commission [10], terrorism [11], campus security [12], among others. As
stated by the Hilliard Police Department [13], people are not suspicious, but their behavior. In other words, it is the
behavior that matters, and not particular skin color, typical clothes, or facial expressions; it is how a person behaves
plus several details. Although it is hard to explain, most of the security and prevention associations try to involve
the community to spot suspicious behaviors. The earlier those conducts are found, the less damage they can do.
Suspicious behavior detection systems are developed for particular situations and specific behaviors in mind.
Usually, these systems are related to crime commission or prevention. For example, Tang and He [1] looked for
suspicious financial transactions to prevent money laundering, Pennington et al. [2] examined storage-data access
patterns to prevent intrusion and data theft, and Penmetsa et al. [14] proposed aerial visual surveillance to detect
violent actions, such as shooting, hitting, or choking.
Although many works have focused on crime scene detection [15] and abnormal behavior detection, such as
shooting, robbery, or car accidents, only a few works focus on the behavior before the crime commission. More
importantly, those few works provide no specific details about the type of offense. In this regard, it is important
to mention the Pre-Crime Behavior (PCB) method [16], which has been applied to suspicious behavior detection in
shoplifting cases. After using the PCB method and eliminating most of the crime-details information, normal and
suspicious samples look very similar. Then, classifiers tend to produce high false-positive rates the visual similarity
between different classes [17, 18]. A question arises from this situation: if suspicious behavior is generalized within
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Figure 1: Possible samples-distribution scenarios.
the crime prevention context, should suspicious-behavior samples from different crimes be trained as one class or
separately?
In this work, we present a comparison between three models that combine training-and-classification approaches
for suspicious behavior detection. The first model relies on binary training and classification, which can only sort
input samples as normal or suspicious. The second model relies on multi-class training and ends with a binary
classification or a multi-class classification that discriminates among five classes. To test such models, we used 1,278
samples videos from the complete UCF-Crime dataset [15], processed with PCB, which includes normal-behavior and
four types of crimes: shoplifting, stealing, arson, and abuse. Also, for each model, we tried six different number-of-
filters configurations. The main contribution derived from this work is that grouping suspicious-behavior samples
while training, regardless of the crime, improves the classification accuracy. In an overall comparison, results show a
93.4% accuracy for the binary model (2.5% better than the multi-class model).
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. The most relevant works related to this investigation
are briefly introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the methods developed as well as the experimental
design. Section 4 presents and discusses the results obtained. Finally, the conclusions and future work are presented
in Section 5.
2 Related work
Suspicious behavior is usually confused with abnormal behavior, but they have different notions. Suspicious behavior
regularly refers to unusual interactions between people or people and the objects around them [17]. Abnormal or
anomalous behavior usually refers to everything outside the usual or expected behavior [3, 19, 20, 21]. Works on
abnormal behavior detection focus on modeling normal conduct, and everything the model cannot classify as ‘usual’
is considered abnormal.
Abnormal behavior detection systems are the predecessors and foundation for suspicious behavior detection
systems. Some examples of abnormal behavior detection applications include abnormal motion [22], abnormal tra-
jectories [23], and abnormal crowd behavior [24]. However, some behaviors could be unusual or abnormal without
being suspicious, such as a small group reunion in the street, or waiting for someone. Taking preventive measures
against them could be considered discriminatory or even illegal [25]. Some studies about non-verbal behavior indicate
that it is highly likely for anyone to fail on human behavior understanding without considering the context where
they observed [26, 5]. In other words, an observer could consider a behavior suspicious in a particular context, but
reasonable in a different situation.
Conversely, most of the available approaches for detecting suspicious behavior try to prevent specific scenarios,
mostly related to crimes. For example, Rowe [25] presented a suspicious-behavior detection system based on wireless
sensors and changes in positions, velocities, and accelerations. The system considered walking paths in a room
a, looking or suspicious patterns and unusual spots to stop. Jun and Lei [1] combined genetic algorithms and
backpropagation neural networks to detect suspicious behavior on financial transactions. They used the genetic
algorithm to find the better initial weights for the network, and a dataset from a commercial bank. Goodall et al. [27]
introduced a tool to fight against cybercrime. This tool supports operators to discover unusual behaviors in streaming
network data. The system parses several event streams and scores each of them, and in a second stage, it provides
visual support for the analyst to explore and understand the context.
Also, many works aim to support CCTV surveillance tasks and prevent crimes such as robbery, shoplift, riots,
among others. For example, Mu et al. [17] proposed a recognition algorithm for high definition videos based on
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motion vectors. Their algorithm processes video samples of 1920× 1080 pixels and uses a macroblock of 4× 4. They
build a video dataset, which includes behaviors such as wandering, trailing, chasing, falling, and normal activity.
Xia et al. [28] presented a case-based reasoning approach, using a saliency-based visual attention model combined
with time-attribute features. They proposed to decompose the general behavior into sub-behaviors and estimate
every body position. Using Hidden Markov models, they recognize each action and take initial and end times.
Mart´ınez et al. [16] presented a new approach to process criminal video samples. They proposed the Pre-Crime
Behavior method (PCB) to separate a crime-commission sample in three segments and extract a known-offender
behavior before even acting suspiciously. Combining PCB and 3D Convolutional Neural Networks (3DCNN), the
model detected suspicious behavior with 75% accuracy in shoplifting samples.
Suspicious and normal samples have a high visual similarity after applying the PCB method. Fig 1 shows three
possible scenarios:
a) A hyperplane can easily split suspicious and normal samples.
b) A single hyperplane cannot separate the classes, so it is better to consider a multi-class approach.
c) The samples are very similar and cannot be separated.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have a high performance in computer vision and pattern recognition.
Many approaches implemented them to tackle problems such as object detection [29, 30], identifying actions in
images [31], and text recognition [32]. Ji et al. [33] proposed a three-dimensional convolution on a CNN (3DCNN)
architecture to analyze video data. This new approach allowed them o extract spatial and temporal features and
opened new analysis areas such as anomaly detection [34], gesture recognition [35] and Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(IMR) analysis [36, 37, 38].
Considering these scenarios and types of samples, we propose to explore the visual similarity between behavior
samples, after using the PCB method. Section 3 presents the details about the dataset, the 3DCNN model, and the
approaches to train it.
3 Experiments
In this investigation, we compared two training approaches by conducting two different experiments. Both exper-
iments dealt with 3D Convolutional Neural Networks (3DCNN) trained for suspicious behavior detection. Also,
they considered six configurations for the number of filters in the convolutional layers to evaluate the necessary input
decomposition.
The first experiment dealt with a binary training approach. We assumed that suspicious-behavior samples from
different crime videos are similar and easily separable from normal-behavior samples (Fig. 1, a). The experiment
includes thirty 3DCNN trained for each filter-configuration and using the binary training approach.
The second experiment tested a multi-class training approach. In this case, we assumed that a single hyperplane
could not separate the suspicious-behavior samples from themselves, either the normal-behavior samples (Fig. 1, b).
We tested multi-class and binary classification from the multi-class trained 3DCNN. Combinations between training
and classification approaches are explained in subsection 3.4. Also, this experiment combined the training approach
with six number-of-filter configurations and performed thirty runs for each combination.
We used crime video samples for the experiments and processed them with the PCB method. Then, we trained
360 different 3DCNN using two approaches: binary and multi-class. We also modified the number of filters’ parameter
by each convolutional layer, to look for the necessary decomposition for this task.
3.1 Dataset
The generated dataset includes 1,278 video samples based on the UCF-Crime Dataset [15]. The samples include
shoplifting, stealing, abuse, arson, and normal behavior classes. The dataset contains a fraction of the videos from
each class. The selection process included videos where at least one person’s behavior is visible before the crime is
committed. Also, we processed all the videos with the PCB method and resized the video resolution to 80×60 pixels
since this resolution showed a good performance in previous comparisons [16].
3.2 The Pre-Crime Behavior Method
The PCB method allows processing video samples where an observer can see an offender’s behavior before committing
a crime. The method splits the video into three parts (Fig. 2): the crime evidence segment, the suspicious behavior
segment, and the pre-crime behavior segment. To process the videos, the observer must watch the complete sample
and detect specific moments. The crime evidence segment starts where the suspect in the video unquestionably
commits an offense, denominated Strict Crime Moment (SCM). The suspicious behavior segment begins where the
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observer doubts about the person in the video (Comprehensive Crime Moment, CCM). At this point, the suspect is
behaving unusually. The third segment is what occurs from the first appearance of the suspect, and just before he
started to act suspicious.
PCB segments are like looking for regular clients in a store, to human sight. They only show people walking
around the area and looking for products. These segments lack enough information to raise suspicion about a specific
person. Therefore, they present a high visual similarity with normal-behavior samples.
We looked for a significant difference between suspicious-behavior and normal-behavior samples using the PCB
segments to train a 3DCNN model. If the difference is substantial, the combination may work for suspicious behavior
detection, even before a human observer can recognize it.
Figure 2: PCB process representation.
3.3 3D Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Networks have shown a remarkable performance in object and action detection. Many works have
proposed approaches to evolve these networks to analyze a sequence of actions and look for specific behaviors. 3D
Convolutional Neural Networks (3DCNN) are capable of processing spatial-temporal information, such as video
samples, and extract significant features.
Although several works developed particular architectures to solve specific problems [39, 40, 34], we implemented
a basic 3DCNN to test visual similarity between normal-behavior samples and suspicious-behavior samples processed
with the PCB method. The architecture of the model consists of two Conv3D layers, two max-pooling layers, and
two fully connected layers (Fig 4).
3.4 Training and Classification Approaches
We choose binary and multiclass approaches for training and classification stages (Fig. 3). These approaches con-
sidered the sample’s distribution from Fig. 1 a) and b). Binary training works with binary classification, but from
multi-class training, we tested binary classification and multi-class classification. Binary classification from multi-
class training considers as a positive any crime sample classified in any crime class, e.g., if the model classifies a
shoplifting sample in the arson class, it counts as a suspicious-behavior detection.
The experiment considers six couples of number-of-filters for each convolutional layer: 16-16, 32-32, 32-64, 64-
64, 64-128, 128-32. As the higher number of filters, the more details the network extracts, but also, the more
computational resources it consumes. We looked for the best couple of values to achieve a useful classification and
optimizing resources.
We run each configuration 30 times to validate the results. Due to the unbalance in the dataset, we consider the
balanced accuracy (bACC). It normalizes true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) predictions by the number of
positive and negative samples, respectively. The balanced accuracy is defined in (1).
bACC =
TPR+ TNR
2
(1)
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
(2)
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Figure 3: Training and classification approaches
TNR =
TN
TN + FP
(3)
Where TPR is the True Positive Rate (2), TNR is the True Negative Rate (3), TP is True Positive, TN is True
Negative, FP is False Positive, and FN is False Negative predictions from the confusion matrix.
4 Results
After getting the balanced accuracy of all models, we first compared the binary classification against the multi-
class classification. The first comparison was between the binary classification against the multi-class classification.
Although we looked for suspicious-behavior detection, we tested the capability of the multi-class training to detect
each crime by separate. We performed a t-test on the means for each pair of configurations (Fig. 5). The test had
two hypotheses: H0, where both means are equal, and H1, where means are not. Following the standard, we assumed
a significance value of 5% (alpha = 0.05). The results showed overwhelming statistical evidence in favor of binary
training-binary classification. Table 1 shows the p-values of each test, and they point out that the means are not
equal in all cases.
In a second comparison between binary classification models —one from binary training and other from multi-
class training—, the multi-class training-binary classification approach did not exceed the binary training-binary
classification approach even though the p-values increase. In all cases, as the p-values are lower than alpha, H0 is
rejected.
Table 3 presents the balanced accuracy of the tested approaches. The first approach — binary training and
binary classification — shows a better performance from the other two. The difference against the second approach
Figure 4: 3DCNN architecture
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Figure 5: Balanced accuracy comparison between binary training-binary classification approach and multi-
class training-multi-class classification approach, using six filter combinations.
is overwhelming, while the third approach is 2.5%. To be fair, the binary training approach has a better performance
but cannot distinguish between the different types of crimes.
It is important to remember that this work aims to generalize suspicious behavior from different types of crimes.
If the goal is to detect or prevent a specific kind of crime, it will be necessary to improve the multi-class detection
approach. Also, the three methods present their better results using 16 filters on both convolutional layers. This
insight may support the development of a real-time detection app and in more agile neural network trainings.
Table 1: P-values from t-test. Comparison between 2-classes against 5-classes classification.
Filter pair p-value
16 - 16 3.68e−19
32 - 32 1.39e−23
32 - 64 1.38e−20
64 - 64 3.51e−21
64 - 128 1.65e−17
128 - 32 4.88e−23
Table 2: P-values from t-test. Comparison between binary classification.
Filter pair p-value
16 - 16 3.06e−2
32 - 32 3.20e−2
32 - 64 2.87e−2
64 - 64 6.79e−4
64 - 128 8.99e−3
128 - 32 1.54e−5
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Figure 6: Balanced accuracy comparison between binary training-binary classification approach and multi-
class training-binary classification approach, using six filter combinations.
Table 3: Best balanced accuracy (bACC) by each training approach and number-of-filter values.
Number-of-filter
values
Binary training
Binary classification (%)
Multiclass training
Multi-class classification (%)
Multiclass training
Binary classification (%)
16 - 16 93.4 68.9 90.9
32 - 32 90.1 67.6 88.7
32 - 64 89.5 68.9 88.7
64 - 64 90.8 61.4 87.9
64 - 128 90.1 62.0 87.5
128 - 32 89.8 56.8 87.6
5 Conclusion
This work presented a comparison between two training approaches for suspicious behavior detection from different
types of crime processed with the Pre-Crime Behavior method. As this method removes significant information to
detect crime in a video, the resulting samples have a high-visual similarity with normal-behavior samples. We looked
for the best approach to avoid this similarity and classify the suspicious and normal behaviors correctly.
The multiclass training approach leads to multiclass and binary classification. The neural network trained each
class by separate for the first classification approach. For the binary approach, we combine the suspicious behavior
samples from different types of crimes in a single class.
The first comparison was between binary training-binary classification and multi-class training-multi-class clas-
sification. The results showed an immense difference, binary classification from binary training achieves better
performance (24.5% comparing the best models) than the second approach.
The second multi-class approach improves by reducing the classification from five to two classes. In this scenario,
we consider as positive any suspicious-behavior sample classified in one of the four crime classes. After thirty
runs of the model with both approaches and getting the balanced accuracy, we perform a t-test on each pair of
configurations. The results showed significance values to consider that the means are not equal, and demonstrate
that the first approach achieves a better performance again.
As mentioned, the binary training approach cannot identify a particular type of crime. This work aims to
determine if suspicious behavior samples should be trained as a group, regardless of the nature of the offense. If the
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goal were to detect or prevent a particular type of crime, it would be necessary to improve the multi-class training
approach or select a different one from the literature.
As future work, we look for a generalization test by training with less criminal classes and testing with complete
unknown ones. Also, it will be interesting to test this approach to develop real-time detection for surveillance support.
We consider it essential to collaborate with behavioral analysts from different areas, such as police officers, casino
staff, behavioral experts, among others, to improve the project performance.
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